avantgarde
In your dreams

Astrologically viewed, my MC is in Aries, roughly conjunct my moon in the 10th
house and in the Sabian symbol \An unsuccessful bomb explosion", suggesting
radical new ideas that would, however, fail to ignite, fail to start something in
the world, at least in my lifetime. Or so it might appear. . .
I think with the moon at the MC my relation to the public is not via conscious
public attention. No, it is via the sea of unconsciousness, tting also with my
Saturn and Chiron near the end of Pisces in the 9th house. Someday someone
will wake up having dreamed a fragment of what I wrote, or maybe will even
visit this website by \chance", consciously forget about it and then have the
idea resurface again without remembering where it originally came from.
To me personally that would be the best solution, most satisfying also to me.
No public attention with all that is usually attached to it, which I would not like,
and whoever then \has" the idea is completely free what to do with it. After
all, who knows whether I \had" all of these ideas by myself or I just dreamt of
someone else's ideas, a bit like in that short story by Jorge Luis Borges. Thanks
to Alexandra for bringing this out indirectly 10 Oct 2020.
According to Plato, the world of ideas might even be eternal, always there,
and we might only just be able to dream what is already there.
This web site was registered 19 March 2001 at 18:56:24 UTC from Adliswil
(Switzerland): AC in the middle of Libra, Venus at the DC, and the MC in
Cancer, again ruled by the moon. The constellation Cancer has only faint stars.
But I might still try; got to do a little bit of something in your life. Aeon
Flux: \Learn from you mistakes, so that one day you can repeat them precisely."
Maybe even add a tiny twist, like what TGM said about the poetry of life ?

